
Monetary Policy and the Economic Outlook

The U.S. economy delivered a solid per-
formance in 2005 despite a further sharp
increase in energy prices and devastat-
ing hurricanes that claimed many lives,
destroyed homes and businesses, and
displaced more than 1 million persons.
Real gross domestic product is estimated
to have risen a little more than 3 per-
cent over the four quarters of 2005 even
though growth slowed significantly in
the fourth quarter as a result of storm-
related disruptions and other factors
that are likely to prove transitory. The
increase in real GDP in 2005 was suffi-
cient to add 2 million new jobs, on net,
to employers' payrolls and to further
reduce slack in labor and product mar-
kets. As in 2004, overall consumer price
inflation was boosted by the surge
in energy prices. Core consumer price
inflation (as measured by the price index
for personal consumption expenditures
excluding the direct effects of move-
ments in food and energy prices) picked
up early in the year, but it subsequently
eased and totaled less than 2 percent
over the year as a whole. The dollar
appreciated against most major curren-
cies in 2005, and, with domestic demand
expanding strongly, the U.S. current
account deficit widened further.

NOTE: The discussion here and in the next
chapter consists of the text, tables, and selected
charts from the Monetary Policy Report submitted
to the Congress on February 15, 2006, pursuant to
section 2B of the Federal Reserve Act; the com-
plete set of charts is available on the Board's web
site, at www.federakeserve.gov/boarddocs/hh.

Other materials in this annual report related to
the conduct of monetary policy include the min-
utes of the 2005 meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee (see the "Records" section)
and statistical tables 1-4 (at the back of this
report).

In 2005, energy prices were up sub-
stantially for a second year in a row.
Crude oil costs climbed further, on net,
and prices of refined petroleum products
and natural gas came under additional
upward pressure for a time after sup-
plies were curtailed by hurricane dam-
age to production facilities in the Gulf
Coast region. As a result, households in
the United States faced steep increases
in gasoline and home heating expenses,
and many firms were likewise burdened
with rising energy costs.

The resilience of the U.S. economy
in the face of these major shocks likely
reflects, in part, improvements in energy
efficiency over the past several decades.
A number of other factors also helped to
keep economic activity moving forward
in 2005. For one, the rapid gain in real
estate values in the past few years, in
combination with the rise in stock prices
since 2002, has encouraged households
to sustain their spending through a
period of relatively weak growth in real
income. For another, credit conditions
remained supportive for businesses last
year, facilitating a brisk expansion of
capital spending. In addition, labor
productivity has been on a strong
uptrend in recent years, which has fos-
tered substantial growth in the econo-
my's productive capacity and no doubt
lifted households' and businesses'
assessments of their long-term income
prospects.

In light of elevated inflation pressures
and shrinking margins of unutilized
resources, and with short-term interest
rates relatively low, the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) continued
to remove monetary policy accommoda-
tion gradually in 2005, raising the target
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federal funds rate 25 basis points at each
of its eight meetings. This cumulative
policy firming of 2 percentage points
was substantially greater than market
participants had expected at the start of
the year. But each action was anticipated
by the time of the meeting at which it
was taken, as the Committee's commu-
nications, policy strategy, and responses
to incoming economic data appear to
have been well understood. At its
meeting in January 2006, the FOMC
increased the target federal funds rate
another 25 basis points, bringing it to
4Vi percent. The Committee indicated
that possible increases in resource utili-
zation as well as elevated energy prices
had the potential to add to inflation pres-
sures and that, as a result, some further
policy tightening may be needed.

The U.S. economy should continue to
perform well in 2006 and 2007. To be
sure, higher energy prices will probably
exert some restraint on activity for a
while longer. But so long as energy
price increases slow, as is suggested by
futures prices, this restraint should
diminish as 2006 progresses. In addi-
tion, economic activity should receive
some impetus from post-hurricane
recovery efforts. Although progress to
date has been uneven in the affected
regions, the reopening of facilities shut
down by the hurricanes is already being
reflected in a rebound in industrial pro-
duction. Federal assistance will buttress
rebuilding activity in coming quarters.

More broadly, the major factors
that contributed to the favorable perfor-
mance of the U.S. economy in 2005
remain in place. Long-term interest rates
are low, and conditions in corporate
credit markets are generally positive.
The household sector is also in good
financial shape overall and should stay
so even if—as expected—the housing
sector cools. In addition, the improved
outlook for economic growth abroad

bodes well for U.S. exports. However,
the effects of the cumulative tightening
in monetary policy should keep the
growth in aggregate output close to that
of its longer-run potential.

Core inflation is likely to remain
under some upward pressure in the near
term from rising costs as the pass-
through of higher energy prices runs its
course. But those cost pressures should
wane as the year progresses. Moreover,
strength in labor productivity should
continue to damp business costs more
generally. With little evidence to date
that resource utilization has put appre-
ciable upward pressure on prices, and
with longer-run inflation expectations
continuing to be well anchored, core
inflation should remain contained in
2006 and 2007.

Nonetheless, significant risks attend
this economic outlook. Some of the
uncertainty is centered on the prospects
for the housing sector. On the one hand,
some observers believe that home val-
ues have moved above levels that can
be supported by fundamentals and that
some realignment is warranted. Such a
realignment—if abrupt—could materi-
ally sap household wealth and confi-
dence and, in turn, depress consumer
spending. On the other hand, if home
values continue to register outsized
increases, the accompanying increment
to household wealth would stimulate
aggregate demand and raise resource
utilization further. With the economy
already operating in the neighborhood
of its productive potential, this higher
resource utilization would risk adding
to inflation pressures. Another major
source of uncertainty is the price of
energy, which continues to be buffeted
by concerns about future supply dis-
ruptions. Additional steep increases
in the price of energy would intensify
cost pressures and weigh on economic
activity.
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Monetary Policy, Financial
Markets, and the Economy
in 2005 and Early 2006

The year 2005 opened with the target
federal funds rate at 2VA percent, a
level that Federal Reserve policymakers
judged to be quite accommodative. Dur-
ing the first few months of the year,
output appeared to be growing at a
solid pace despite rising energy prices.
Improving labor market conditions and
favorable financing terms were provid-
ing considerable support to consumer
outlays and homebuilding activity, while
reasonably bright sales prospects and
strong profitability were buoying busi-
ness investment. Pressures on inflation
appeared to be mounting, however,
partly owing to increasing energy prices.
Measures of inflation compensation
derived from securities markets were on
the rise as well. In these circumstances,
the Committee firmed policy 25 basis
points at both its February and March
meetings and signaled that, if economic

conditions progressed as anticipated, it
would need to continue to remove pol-
icy accommodation gradually to keep
inflation pressures contained.

In the spring, policymakers perceived
some signs of softness in spending,
which they attributed in part to the ear-
lier step-up in energy prices. Nonethe-
less, the federal funds rate was still
relatively low, and robust underlying
growth in productivity was providing
ongoing support to economic activity.
Accordingly, the Committee anticipated
some strengthening of activity, and it
reduced policy accommodation further
in May by lifting the target federal funds
rate another quarter percentage point, to
3 percent.

In the event, the signs of softness
proved transitory. Incoming data sug-
gested that output, employment, and
spending were growing moderately
through midyear. Inflation expectations
seemed to be well contained, but pres-
sures on inflation remained elevated.
With the stance of policy still accommo-
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dative, the Committee added another
25 basis points to the target federal
funds rate at both its June and August
meetings.

Subsequently, the devastation caused
by Hurricane Katrina increased uncer-
tainty about the vitality of the economic
expansion in the near term. The destruc-
tion in the Gulf Coast region, the associ-
ated dislocation of economic activity—
including considerable disruption of
energy production—and the accompa-
nying further boost to energy prices
were expected to impose some restraint
on spending, production, and employ-
ment in the near term. Although the
region had been dealt a severe blow, the
Committee did not see these develop-
ments as posing a more persistent threat
to the overall economic expansion. Con-
sequently, it decided to firm policy
another 25 basis points at its September
meeting.

Over the following weeks, the Gulf
Coast region absorbed further setbacks
from Hurricanes Rita and Wilma. The
growth of economic activity dipped for
a time—hiring slowed, consumer spend-
ing softened, and confidence declined.
At the same time, however, soaring
energy prices fed through to top-line
consumer price inflation and pushed
some survey measures of inflation
expectations upward. With employment
and growth expected to be supported by
accommodative financial conditions, the
FOMC continued the process of policy
tightening at its November meeting.

By December, incoming data indi-
cated that the overall expansion
remained on track, although recovery
from the damage in the hurricane-
affected areas would apparently require
considerable time. The Committee
judged that possible increases in
resource utilization as well as elevated
energy prices had the potential to add to

inflation pressures. Accordingly, policy
was firmed another 25 basis points,
bringing the target federal funds rate
to 4lA percent. In the accompanying
statement, monetary policy was no
longer characterized as "accommoda-
tive" because the federal funds rate had
been boosted substantially and was now
within the broad range of values that, in
the judgment of the Committee, might
turn out to be consistent with output
remaining close to its potential. Indeed,
because policy actions over the previ-
ous eighteen months had significantly
reduced the degree of monetary accom-
modation, Committee members thought
that the outlook for their near-term pol-
icy actions was becoming considerably
less certain. In such an environment,
policy decisions would increasingly
depend on incoming data and their
implications for future economic growth
and inflation. Nonetheless, the Commit-
tee indicated that some further measured
policy firming was likely to be needed
to keep the risks to the attainment of its
goals of sustainable economic growth
and price stability roughly in balance.

Over the period leading up to the
January 2006 meeting, incoming data
on economic activity were uneven. The
advance estimate of real GDP pointed
to a slowing in the growth of output
in the fourth quarter, but the underly-
ing strength in consumer and business
spending suggested that the economic
expansion remained on solid footing.
With the potential for added pressures
on inflation still evident, the FOMC
raised the target federal funds rate
another 25 basis points, bringing its
level to 4Vz percent. In its statement
after the meeting, the Committee indi-
cated that some further policy firming
may be necessary and again noted that it
would respond to changes in economic
prospects as needed.
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Economic Projections
for 2006 and 2007

In conjunction with the FOMC meeting
in January, the members of the Board of
Governors and the Federal Reserve
Bank presidents, all of whom participate
in the deliberations of the FOMC, pro-
vided economic projections for 2006
and 2007. The central tendency of the
FOMC participants' forecasts for the
increase in real GDP is about 3Vi per-

cent over the four quarters of 2006 and
3 percent to 3Vi percent in 2007. The
civilian unemployment rate is expected
to lie between 43/4 percent and 5 percent
in the fourth quarter of 2006 and to
remain in that area in 2007. As for infla-
tion, the FOMC participants expect that
the price index for personal consump-
tion expenditures excluding food and
energy (core PCE) will rise about 2 per-
cent in 2006 and between 13A percent
and 2 percent in 2007. •

Economic Projections of Federal Reserve Governors and Reserve Bank Presidents
for 2006 and 2007
Percent

Indicator

Change, fourth quarter
to fourth quarter1

Nominal GDP
Real GDP
PCE price index excluding

food and energy

Average level, fourth quarter
Civilian unemployment rate

MEMO:
2005 actual

2006

Range Central
tendency

2007

Range Central
tendency

6.2 5lA-6V2 5V2-6 5-6 5-53/4
3.1 3VA-A AboutS1/! 3-4 • 3-3 V2

1.9 VA-2V2 About 2 P/4-2 l3/4-2

5.0 4^2-5 43/4-5 4V&-5 43/4-5

1. Change from average for fourth quarter of previous
year to average for fourth quarter of year indicated.
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The U.S. economy turned in another
solid performance in 2006, although the
pattern of growth was uneven. After
rebounding in the early part of the year
from hurricane-related disruptions in the
autumn of 2005, the pace of expansion
during the remaining three quarters
averaged somewhat below that of the
preceding two years, responding in part
to the removal of monetary policy ac-
commodation since 2004. The housing
market cooled substantially, and, in the
latter part of 2006, the production of
light motor vehicles also stepped down.
Elsewhere in the economy, activity
remained strong. Consumer spending
increased vigorously in 2006 as house-
holds' real income made strong gains.
Business investment rose at a solid rate
for the year as a whole, although it
decelerated late in the year in part be-
cause of some softening in purchases of
equipment related to construction and
motor vehicle manufacturing. Demand
for U.S. exports rose at a robust pace in
2006, supported by strong economic ac-
tivity abroad. Against this backdrop,
businesses continued to add jobs at a
steady rate, and the unemployment rate
decreased further.

NOTE: The discussion here and in the next
chapter consists of the text, tables, and selected
charts from the Monetary Policy Report submitted
to the Congress on February 14, 2007, pursuant to
section 2B of the Federal Reserve Act; the com-
plete set of charts is available on the Board's web
site, at www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/hh.

Other materials in this annual report related to
the conduct of monetary policy include the min-
utes of the 2006 meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee (see the "Records" section)
and statistical tables 1-4 (at the back of this
report).

Total consumer price inflation de-
clined in 2006 from its elevated pace in
2005, as energy prices fell, on net, after
rising rapidly over the preceding couple
of years. Crude oil prices rose during
the first half of 2006 but turned down
sharply later in the year. As a result,
consumer price inflation climbed in the
first half of the year before slowing in
the second half. The sharp movements
in prices of crude oil appear to have
affected not only prices of gasoline and
other petroleum-based types of energy
but also prices of a broader range of
goods and services that use petroleum-
based inputs. Partly as a result, con-
sumer price inflation excluding food and
energy—so-called core consumer price
inflation—moved up during the first half
of the year but eased subsequently. On
balance, core inflation was a bit higher
over the four quarters of 2006 than in
2005. Measures of long-term inflation
expectations, however, remained well
anchored.

The monetary policy decisions of the
Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) in 2006 were intended to foster
sustainable economic expansion and to
promote a return to low and stable infla-
tion. In that regard, the economic out-
look for this year and next appears
favorable. Although the contraction in
homebuilding has been a drag on
growth, that restraint seems likely to
diminish over 2007. Further gains in
real wages as well as ongoing increases
in employment should support a solid
rise in consumer spending. In addition,
at the beginning of 2007, households'
balance sheets appeared to be in good
shape. Whereas gains in home prices
slowed last year, household net worth
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increased moderately as stock market
wealth grew and households lessened
their accumulation of debt. Delinquency
rates on consumer loans and on most
types of mortgages remained low,
although they increased markedly for
subprime mortgages with variable inter-
est rates. As for businesses, balance
sheets are quite liquid, credit quality is
good, and most firms enjoy ready access
to funds. These favorable financial con-
ditions, along with further expansion in
business output, user costs of capital
equipment that remain attractive, and
the potential for further gains in effi-
ciency, should continue to spur business
investment. In addition, sustained
expansion in foreign economies ought
to maintain demand for U.S. exports. On
balance, growth of real gross domestic
product in the United States appears
likely to run slightly below that of the
economy's potential over the next few
quarters and then to rise to a pace
around that of the economy's long-run
trend.

Regarding inflation, increases in core
consumer prices are expected to moder-
ate, on balance, over the next two years.
Along with inflation expectations that
are well anchored, some of the factors
that boosted inflation in recent years
seem likely to lessen. In particular, the
paths for prices of energy and other
commodities embedded in futures mar-
kets suggest that the impetus to core
inflation from these influences will di-
minish further. In addition, the outsized
increases in shelter costs that boosted
core inflation last year are not expected
to persist. Although unit labor costs in
the nonfarm business sector have been
rising, the average markup of prices
over such costs is high by historical
standards. The relatively high markup
suggests that further increases in costs
could be absorbed, at least to some
extent, by a narrowing of firms' profit

margins rather than by passing on the
costs in the form of higher consumer
prices, especially if pressures on re-
sources ease modestly as anticipated.

The outlook for real economic activ-
ity is uncertain. An upside risk is that
consumer spending, which has been
especially buoyant in recent months,
may continue to expand at a pace that
would ultimately lead to an escalation
of pressures on resources and prices.
Alternatively, prospects for residential
construction, which are difficult to
assess, may pose some downside risks.
Although residential real estate markets
have shown some recent signs of
stabilizing, homebuilders' inventories of
unsold homes remain elevated. Further
cutbacks in construction to reduce
inventories toward more-comfortable
levels could become steeper and more
persistent than currently anticipated.
Moreover, if home values were to
depreciate sharply, the resulting erosion
of household wealth could impose
appreciable restraint on consumer
spending.

Whether inflation will moderate
gradually as expected is also uncertain.
On the one hand, the nation's potential
to produce could increase more rapidly
than anticipated, or product and input
markets could work efficiently at higher
rates of utilization, either of which could
lead to a lower trajectory for inflation
than currently forecast. On the other
hand, expanding global demand and
threats to supply from actual and poten-
tial disruptions pose upside risks for
energy prices. In addition, brisk world
demand for non-energy materials and
commodities could lead to further
upward pressures on business costs.
Also, if inflation were to persist around
the elevated average level of the past
three years, longer-run inflation expecta-
tions could deteriorate, particularly if
pressures on resources were to intensify.
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At recent meetings, the FOMC indicated
that the risk that inflation will fail to
moderate as expected is its predominant
policy concern.

Monetary Policy, Financial
Markets, and the Economy
in 2006 and Early 2007

The FOMC firmed the stance of mone-
tary policy 25 basis points at each of its
four meetings over the first half of
2006. The Committee raised its target
for the federal funds rate at its January
and March meetings as available infor-
mation pointed to accumulating pres-
sures on inflation and solid economic
growth. Although readings on core
inflation had remained favorable,
increases in energy prices and the rela-
tively high level of resource utilization
threatened to add to existing inflation
pressures. Meanwhile, underlying ag-
gregate demand, supported by robust
consumer spending and accelerating

business investment, appeared to be
growing at a solid rate. By the time of
the May and June meetings, data
pointed to a moderation in the growth of
consumer spending and a further cool-
ing in the housing market. However,
core consumer prices had risen more
rapidly. Although the Committee judged
inflation expectations still to be con-
tained, it was mindful that the rising
prices of energy and other commodities
could impart greater inflationary
momentum. Against this backdrop, the
FOMC voted to increase the policy rate
a further 25 basis points at both the May
and June meetings, bringing the federal
funds rate to 5lA percent. In the state-
ment accompanying its June decision,
the FOMC indicated that it believed that
the moderation in economic activity
would help to limit inflationary pres-
sures over time but also noted that some
upside inflation risks remained. As it
had in its May statement, the FOMC
made clear in June that the extent and
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timing of additional finning would
depend on the evolution of the outlook
for both inflation and economic growth
as implied by incoming information.

In the second half of the year, a fur-
ther slowdown in residential construc-
tion activity and a contraction in motor
vehicle production created a significant
drag on economic activity. However,
consumer spending held up, and em-
ployment rose at a solid pace. Mean-
while, energy prices reversed much of
their increases of the first half of the
year, sending headline inflation lower.
Core inflation also eased somewhat, al-
beit to a rate above its year-earlier level.
Against this backdrop, the FOMC left
the stance of policy unchanged at its
final four meetings of 2006. Committee
discussions in those meetings focused in
part on developments in the housing
market and their implications for the
broader economy. Although the housing
market was weakening throughout this
period, the Committee judged that the
downturn had not spilled over signifi-
cantly to consumer spending. The econ-
omy was expected to expand over com-
ing quarters at a rate close to or a little
below its long-run sustainable pace. At
the same time, FOMC members noted
that, even though core inflation had
slowed from the very rapid rates of the
spring and summer, current rates re-
mained undesirably high. Most mem-
bers expected core inflation to moderate
gradually, but they were uncertain about
the likely pace and extent of that mod-
eration. Thus, in statements accompany-
ing each rate announcement over this
period, the FOMC reiterated that infla-
tion risks remained and that the extent
and timing of any additional policy firm-
ing would depend on the outlook for
both inflation and economic growth im-
plied by incoming information.

Over the period between the Decem-
ber 2006 and January 2007 FOMC

meetings, incoming data on inflation and
economic activity were generally more
favorable. Core inflation receded further
from the elevated levels reached in early
2006, and some indicators suggested
that the demand for housing might be
stabilizing. Business investment had
softened in the fourth quarter, and indus-
trial production decelerated sharply in
the fall, but consumer spending posted
robust gains in the final months of 2006.
At its January 2007 meeting, the Com-
mittee again decided to leave its target
for the federal funds rate unchanged,
reiterated concern about inflation risks,
and again cited the role of incoming
data in determining the extent and tim-
ing of any additional firming.

In recent years, the FOMC has
worked to improve the transparency of
its decisionmaking process, and the
Committee continues to examine
whether further changes would improve
its communications with the public. In
spring 2006, the Chairman appointed a
subcommittee to help the FOMC
organize the discussion of a broad range
of communication issues. The FOMC
began its consideration of these issues
at its August meeting and has discussed
them at several meetings since then.

Economic Projections
for 2007 and 2008

In conjunction with the FOMC meeting
in January, the members of the Board of
Governors and the Federal Reserve
Bank presidents, all of whom participate
in the deliberations of the FOMC, pro-
vided economic projections for 2007
and 2008. The projections indicate that
the participants expect sustainable
expansion of real economic activity dur-
ing the next two years, assuming an
appropriate course for monetary policy.
The central tendency of the FOMC par-
ticipants' forecasts for the increase in
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real GDP is 2V2 percent to 3 percent
over the four quarters of 2007 and
23/4 percent to 3 percent over the four
quarters of 2008. The central tendency
of their forecasts for the civilian unem-
ployment rate is AVi percent to 43/4 per-
cent in the fourth quarter both of this
year and of 2008. For inflation, the cen-
tral tendency of the forecasts anticipates
an increase in the price index for per-
sonal consumption expenditures exclud-
ing food and energy—the so-called core
PCE price index—of 2 percent to
2V4 percent over the four quarters of
2007 and l3/4 percent to 2 percent over
the four quarters of 2008.

The economy is projected to expand
at a moderate rate. Although the cooling
of the housing market continues to damp
economic activity, the drag on economic
growth from declining construction ac-
tivity is expected to diminish later this
year. Household spending for goods and

services should rise at a solid pace, in
part as a result of ongoing gains in real
wages and employment and of generally
strong household balance sheets. Busi-
ness outlays for new equipment and
software are expected to increase at a
rate consistent with a moderate expan-
sion in business output and to be sup-
ported by continuing declines in the user
cost of high-technology capital equip-
ment and by favorable financial condi-
tions. In addition, the solid expansion of
economic activity abroad should main-
tain the rising demand for U.S. exports
of goods and services.

Decreased pressures from the costs of
energy and other commodities, in an
environment of moderate economic
expansion and well-anchored longer-run
inflation expectations, are expected to
contribute to further easing in inflation.
In addition, increases in productivity
should help to limit cost pressures. •

Economic Projections of Federal Reserve Governors and Reserve Bank Presidents
for 2007 and 2008
Percent

Indicator

Change, fourth quarter
to fourth quarter1

Nominal GDP
Real GDP
PCE price index excluding

food and energy

Average level, fourth quarter
Civilian unemployment rate

MEMO:
2006 actual

2007

Range Central
tendency

2008

Range Central
tendency

5.9 43/4-51/2 5-5V2 43/4-51/2 VA-5V*
3.4 21/4-3

1/4 2V2-3 21/2-3 lA 23/4-3

2.3 2-2V4 2-2V4 VA-IVA l3/4-2

4.5 41/2-4
3/4 4V6-43/4 4V2-5 41/2-4

3/4

1. Change from average for fourth quarter of previous
year to average for fourth quarter of year indicated.
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Parti
Overview:
Monetary Policy and the Economic Outlook

The U.S. economy has weakened con-
siderably since last July, when the Fed-
eral Reserve Board submitted its previ-
ous Monetary Policy Report to the
Congress. Substantial strains have
emerged in financial markets here and
abroad, and housing-related activity has
continued to contract. Also, further in-
creases in the prices of crude oil and
some other commodities have eroded
the real incomes of U.S. households and
added to business costs. Overall eco-
nomic activity held up reasonably well
into the autumn despite these adverse
developments, but it decelerated sharply
in the fourth quarter. Moreover, the out-
look for 2008 has become less favorable
since last summer, and considerable
downside risks to economic activity
have emerged. Headline consumer price
inflation picked up in 2007 as a result of
sizable increases in energy and food
prices, while core inflation (which ex-
cludes the direct effects of movements
in energy and food prices) was, on bal-
ance, a little lower than in 2006. None-
theless, with inflation expectations an-
ticipated to remain reasonably well

NOTE: The discussion here and in the next three
parts consists of the text, tables, and selected
charts from the Monetary Policy Report submitted
to the Congress on February 27, 2008, pursuant to
section 2B of the Federal Reserve Act. The com-
plete set of charts is available on the Board's web-
site, at www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/hh.

Other materials in this annual report related to
the conduct of monetary policy include the min-
utes of the 2007 meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee (see the "Records" section) and
statistical tables 1-4 (at the back of this report).

anchored, energy and other commodity
prices expected to flatten out, and pres-
sures on resources likely to ease, mon-
etary policy makers generally have ex-
pected inflation to moderate somewhat
in 2008 and 2009. Under these circum-
stances, the Federal Reserve has eased
the stance of monetary policy substan-
tially since July.

The turmoil in financial markets that
emerged last summer was triggered by a
sharp increase in delinquencies and de-
faults on subprime mortgages. That in-
crease substantially impaired the func-
tioning of the secondary markets for
subprime and nontraditional residential
mortgages, which in turn contributed to
a reduction in the availability of such
mortgages to households. Partly as a re-
sult of these developments as well as
continuing concerns about prospects for
house prices, the demand for housing
dropped further. In response to weak de-
mand and high inventories of unsold
homes, homebuilders continued to cut
the pace of new construction in the sec-
ond half of 2007, pushing the level of
single-family starts in the fourth quarter
more than 50 percent below the high
reached in the first quarter of 2006.

After midyear, as losses on subprime
mortgages and related structured invest-
ment products continued to mount, in-
vestors became increasingly skeptical
about the likely credit performance of
even highly rated securities backed by
such mortgages. The loss of confidence
reduced investors' overall willingness to
bear risk and caused them to reassess
the soundness of the structures of other
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financial products. That reassessment
was accompanied by high volatility and
diminished liquidity in a number of fi-
nancial markets here and abroad. The
pressures in financial markets were rein-
forced by banks' concerns about actual
and potential credit losses. In addition,
banks recognized that they might need
to take a large volume of assets onto
their balance sheets—including lever-
aged loans, some types of mortgages,
and assets relating to asset-backed com-
mercial paper programs—given their ex-
isting commitments to customers and
the increased resistance of investors to
purchasing some securitized products. In
response to those unexpected strains,
banks became more conservative in de-
ploying their liquidity and balance sheet
capacity, leading to tighter credit condi-
tions for some businesses and house-
holds. The combination of a more
negative economic outlook and a re-
assessment of risk by investors precipi-
tated a steep fall in Treasury yields, a
substantial widening of spreads on both
investment-grade and speculative-grade
corporate bonds, and a sizable net de-
cline in equity prices.

Initially, the spillover from the prob-
lems in the housing and financial mar-
kets to other sectors of the economy was
limited. Indeed, in the third quarter, real
gross domestic product (GDP) rose at an
annual rate of nearly 5 percent, in part
because of solid gains in consumer
spending, business investment, and ex-
ports. In the fourth quarter, however,
real GDP increased only slightly, and
the economy seems to have entered
2008 with little momentum. In the labor
market, growth in private-sector pay-
rolls slowed markedly in late 2007 and
January 2008. The sluggish pace of hir-
ing, along with higher energy prices,
lower equity prices, and softening home
values, has weighed on consumer senti-
ment and spending of late. In addition,

indicators of business investment have
become less favorable recently. How-
ever, continued expansion of foreign
economic activity and a lower dollar
kept U.S. exports on a marked uptrend
through the second half of last year, pro-
viding some offset to the slowing in do-
mestic demand.

Overall consumer price inflation, as
measured by the price index for per-
sonal consumption expenditures (PCE),
stepped up to 3V2 percent over the four
quarters of 2007 because of the sharp
increase in energy prices and the largest
rise in food prices in nearly two de-
cades. Core PCE price inflation picked
up somewhat in the second half of last
year, but the increase came on the heels
of some unusually low readings in the
first half; core PCE price inflation over
2007 as a whole averaged slightly more
than 2 percent, a little less than in 2006.

The Federal Reserve has taken a num-
ber of steps since midsummer to address
strains in short-term funding markets
and to foster its macroeconomic objec-
tives of maximum employment and
price stability. With regard to short-term
funding markets, the Federal Reserve's
initial actions when market turbulence
emerged in August included unusually
large open market operations as well as
adjustments to the discount rate and to
procedures for discount window bor-
rowing and securities lending. As pres-
sures intensified near the end of the year,
the Federal Reserve established a Term
Auction Facility to supply short-term
credit to sound banks against a wide va-
riety of collateral; in addition, it entered
into currency swap arrangements with
two other central banks to increase the
availability of term dollar funds in their
jurisdictions. With regard to monetary
policy, the Federal Open Market Com-
mittee (FOMC) cut the target for the
federal funds rate 50 basis points at its
September meeting to address the poten-
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tial downside risks to the broader
economy from the ongoing disruptions
in financial markets. The Committee re-
duced the target 25 basis points at its
October meeting and did so again at the
December meeting. In the weeks follow-
ing that meeting, the economic outlook
deteriorated further, and downside risks
to growth intensified; the FOMC cut an
additional 125 basis points from the tar-
get in January—75 basis points on Janu-
ary 22 and 50 basis points at its regularly
scheduled meeting on January 29-30.

Since the previous Monetary Policy
Report, the FOMC has announced new
communications procedures, which in-
clude publishing enhanced economic
projections on a timelier basis. The most
recent projections were released with the

minutes of the January FOMC meeting
and are reproduced in part 4 of this re-
port. Economic activity was expected to
remain soft in the near term but to pick
up later this year—supported by mon-
etary and fiscal stimulus—and to be ex-
panding at a pace around or a bit above
its long-run trend by 2010. Total infla-
tion was expected to be lower in 2008
than in 2007 and to edge down further in
2009. However, FOMC participants
(Board members and Reserve Bank
presidents) indicated that considerable
uncertainty surrounded the outlook for
economic growth and that they saw the
risks around that outlook as skewed to
the downside. In contrast, most partici-
pants saw the risks surrounding the fore-
casts for inflation as roughly balanced. •
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Part 1
Overview: Monetary Policy
and the Economic Outlook

The U.S. economy weakened markedly
in the second half of 2008 as the tur-
moil in financial markets intensified,
credit conditions tightened further, and
asset values continued to slump. Condi-
tions in the labor market worsened sig-
nificantly after early autumn, and nearly
all major sectors of the economy regis-
tered steep declines in activity late last
year. Meanwhile, inflation pressures di-
minished appreciably as prices of en-
ergy and other commodities dropped
sharply, the margin of resource slack in
the economy widened, and the foreign
exchange value of the dollar strength-
ened.

The second half of 2008 saw an in-
tensification of the financial and eco-
nomic strains that had initially been
triggered by the end of the housing
boom in the United States and other
countries and the associated problems
in mortgage markets. The ensuing tur-
moil in global credit markets affected
asset values, credit conditions, and busi-

ness and consumer confidence around
the world. Over the summer, a weaken-
ing U.S. economy and continued finan-
cial turbulence led to a broad loss of
confidence in the financial sector. In
September, the government-sponsored
enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac were placed into conservatorship
by their regulator, and Lehman Brothers
Holdings filed for bankruptcy. The in-
surance company American Interna-
tional Group, Inc., or AIG, also came
under severe pressure, and the Federal
Reserve, with the full support of the
Treasury, agreed to provide substantial
liquidity to the company. In addition, a
number of other financial institutions
failed or were acquired by competitors.
As a result of the Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy, a prominent money market
mutual fund suffered capital losses,
which prompted investors to withdraw
large amounts from such funds. The
resulting massive outflows undermined
the stability of short-term funding mar-
kets, particularly the commercial paper
market, upon which corporations rely
heavily to meet their short-term borrow-
ing needs. Against this backdrop, inves-
tors pulled back broadly from risk-tak-
ing in September and October, liquidity
in short-term funding markets vanished
for a time, and prices plunged across
asset classes. Securitization markets,
with the exception of those for gov-
ernment-supported mortgages, essen-
tially shut down.

Reflecting in part the adverse devel-
opments in financial markets, economic
activity dropped sharply in late 2008
and has continued to contract so far in
2009. In the labor market, the pace of
job losses quickened considerably be-

Note: Included in this chapter are the text,
tables, and selected figures from the Monetary
Policy Report submitted to Congress on Febru-
ary 24, 2009, pursuant to section 2B of the Fed-
eral Reserve Act. The figures included here have
been renumbered, and therefore the figure num-
bers in this report differ from the figure numbers
in the Monetary Policy Report. The complete set
of figures is available on the Board’s website, at
www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/hh.

Other materials in this annual report related to
the conduct of monetary policy include the min-
utes of the 2008 meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee (see the ‘‘Records’’ section)
and statistical tables 1– 4 (at the back of this
report).
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ginning last autumn, the unemployment
rate has risen to its highest level since
the early 1990s, and other measures of
labor market conditions—for example,
the number of persons working part
time because full-time jobs are not
available—have worsened noticeably.
The deteriorating job market, along
with the sizable losses of equity and
housing wealth and the tightening of
credit conditions, has depressed con-
sumer sentiment and spending; these
factors have also contributed to the con-
tinued steep decline in housing activity.
In addition, businesses have instituted
widespread cutbacks in capital spending
in response to the weakening outlook
for sales and production as well as
the difficult credit environment. And in
contrast to the first half of the year—
when robust demand for U.S. exports
provided some offset to the softness in
domestic demand—exports slumped in
the second half as economic activity
abroad fell. In all, real gross domestic
product (GDP) in the United States
declined slightly in the third quarter of
2008 and is currently estimated by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis to have
dropped at an annual rate of 33⁄4 percent
in the fourth quarter; real GDP seems
headed for another considerable de-
crease in the first quarter of 2009.

The downturn in sales and produc-
tion, along with steep declines in the
prices of energy and other commodities
and a strengthening in the exchange
value of the dollar, has contributed to a
substantial lessening of inflation pres-
sures in the past several months. In-
deed, overall inflation, as measured by
the price index for personal consump-
tion expenditures, turned negative in the
fourth quarter of 2008; over the first
three quarters of the year, overall infla-
tion had averaged nearly 41⁄2 percent at
an annual rate, largely because of sharp
increases in food and energy prices.

Core inflation—which excludes the di-
rect effects of movements in food and en-
ergy prices—also slowed significantly
late last year and entered 2009 at a sub-
dued pace. Mirroring the drop in head-
line inflation, survey measures of near-
term inflation expectations have fallen
to very low levels in recent months,
while the latest readings on longer-term
inflation expectations are similar to
those in 2007 and early 2008.

The Federal Reserve has responded
forcefully to the crisis since its emer-
gence in the summer of 2007. By the
middle of last year, the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) had low-
ered the federal funds rate 325 basis
points.1 And as indications of economic
weakness proliferated and the financial
turbulence intensified in the second
half, the FOMC continued to ease mon-
etary policy aggressively; at its Decem-
ber meeting, the Committee established
a target range for the federal funds rate
of 0 to 1⁄4 percent and indicated that
economic conditions are likely to war-
rant exceptionally low levels of the fed-
eral funds rate for some time.

In addition, the Federal Reserve took
a number of measures during the sec-
ond half of 2008 to shore up financial
markets and support the flow of credit
to businesses and households. (See the
appendix for descriptions of these pro-
grams.) In response to intensified stres-
ses in dollar funding markets, the Fed-
eral Reserve announced extensions of
its Term Auction Facility and signifi-
cantly expanded its network of liquidity
swap lines with foreign central banks.
To support the functioning of the com-
mercial paper market in the aftermath
of the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, the
Federal Reserve established the Asset-
Backed Commercial Paper Money Mar-

1. A list of abbreviations is available at the end
of this chapter.
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ket Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility in
September as well as the Commercial
Paper Funding Facility and Money
Market Investor Funding Facility in
October. In an effort to restart certain
securitization markets and support ex-
tensions of credit to consumers, the
Federal Reserve in November an-
nounced the Term Asset-Backed Secu-
rities Loan Facility, which is scheduled
to begin operation in coming weeks. To
support the mortgage and housing mar-
kets and the economy more broadly and
to encourage better functioning in the
market for agency securities, the Fed-
eral Reserve announced programs in
November to purchase agency-guar-
anteed mortgage-backed securities and
agency debt. These initiatives have re-
sulted in a notable expansion of the
Federal Reserve’s balance sheet, and
the FOMC has indicated that it expects
the size of the balance sheet to remain
at a high level for some time as a result
of open market operations and other
measures to support financial markets
and to provide additional stimulus to
the economy in an environment of very
low short-term interest rates.

Other U.S. government entities and
foreign governments also implemented
a variety of policy measures in response
to the intensification of financial strains
over the course of the fall and winter.
The Treasury announced a temporary
guarantee of the share prices of money
market mutual funds and, beginning in
October, used authority granted under
the Emergency Economic Stabilization
Act to purchase preferred shares in a
large number of depository institutions.
That same month, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) intro-
duced a Temporary Liquidity Guarantee
Program under which it offers guaran-
tees for selected senior unsecured obli-
gations of participating insured deposi-
tory institutions and many of their

parent holding companies as well as for
all balances in non-interest-bearing
transaction deposit accounts at partici-
pating insured depository institutions.
In November, Citigroup came under
significant financial pressure. In re-
sponse, the FDIC, the Treasury, and the
Federal Reserve provided a package of
loans and guarantees to bolster Citi-
group’s financial condition; a similar
package was arranged for Bank of
America in January. Since October,
governments in many advanced econo-
mies have announced support plans for
their banking systems. These programs
have included large-scale capital injec-
tions, expansions of deposit insurance,
and guarantees of some forms of bank
debt.

The measures taken by the Federal
Reserve, other U.S. government entities,
and foreign governments have helped
restore a degree of stability to some
financial markets. In particular, strains
in short-term funding markets have
eased noticeably since the fall, some
corporate risk spreads have declined
modestly, and measures of volatility
have generally retreated. Nevertheless,
significant stress persists in most mar-
kets, and financial institutions remain
under considerable pressure; as a result,
the flow of credit to households and
businesses continues to be impaired.

In conjunction with the January 2009
FOMC meeting, the members of the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System and presidents of the
Federal Reserve Banks, all of whom
participate in FOMC meetings, pro-
vided projections for economic growth,
unemployment, and inflation; these pro-
jections are presented in part 4 of this
report. Given the strength of the forces
weighing on the economy, FOMC
participants viewed the outlook as hav-
ing weakened significantly in recent
months. Participants generally expected
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economic activity to contract sharply in
the near term and then to move onto a
path of gradual recovery, bolstered by
monetary easing, government efforts to
stabilize financial markets, and fiscal
stimulus. Participants expected total and
core inflation to be lower in 2009 than
over the four quarters of 2008, in large
measure because of the recent declines
in commodity prices and rising slack in
resource utilization; inflation was fore-
cast to remain low in 2010 and 2011.
Participants generally judged that the
degree of uncertainty surrounding the
outlook for both economic activity and
inflation was greater than historical
norms. Most participants viewed the
risks to growth as skewed to the down-
side, and nearly all saw the risks to the
inflation outlook as either balanced
or tilted to the downside. Participants
also reported their assessments of the
rates to which macroeconomic variables
would be expected to converge over the
longer run under appropriate monetary
policy and in the absence of further
shocks to the economy. The central ten-
dencies of these longer-run projections
were 2.5 percent to 2.7 percent for real
GDP growth, 4.8 percent to 5.0 percent
for the unemployment rate, and 1.7 per-
cent to 2.0 percent for the inflation rate.

Part 2
Recent Financial
and Economic Developments

The downturn in economic activity that
has been unfolding since late 2007
steepened appreciably in the second
half of 2008 as the strains in financial
markets intensified. After the financial
difficulties experienced by Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac during the summer
and the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers
Holdings in mid-September, short-term
funding markets were severely dis-
rupted, risk spreads shot up, equity

prices plunged, and markets for private
asset-backed securities remained largely
shut down. As a result, pressures on the
already strained balance sheets of fi-
nancial institutions increased, thereby
threatening the viability of some institu-
tions and impinging on the flow of
credit to households and businesses. In
part reflecting the cascading effects of
these developments throughout the
wider economy, conditions in the labor
market deteriorated markedly. More-
over, industrial production contracted
sharply as manufacturers responded ag-
gressively to declines in both domestic
and foreign demand. According to the
advance estimate from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, real gross do-
mestic product (GDP) fell at an annual
rate of 33⁄4 percent in the fourth quarter,
and it seems headed for another sizable
decrease in the first quarter of 2009
(figure 1). Meanwhile, inflation pres-
sures have diminished as prices of en-
ergy and other commodities have plum-
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Part 1
Overview: Monetary Policy
and the Economic Outlook

After declining for a year and a half,
economic activity in the United States
turned up in the second half of 2009,
supported by an improvement in finan-
cial conditions, stimulus from monetary
and fiscal policies, and a recovery in
foreign economies. These factors, along
with increased business and household
confidence, appear likely to boost
spending and sustain the economic
expansion. However, the pace of the
recovery probably will be tempered by
households’ desire to rebuild wealth,
still-tight credit conditions facing some
borrowers, and, despite some tentative
signs of stabilization, continued weak-
ness in labor markets. With substantial
resource slack continuing to suppress
cost pressures and with longer-term in-
flation expectations stable, inflation is
likely to be subdued for some time.

U.S. real gross domestic product
(GDP) rose at about a 4 percent pace,
on average, over the second half of

2009. Consumer spending—which was
boosted by supportive monetary and
fiscal policies—posted solid increases,
though it remained well below its pre-
recession level. Meanwhile, activity in
the housing market, which began to
pick up last spring, flattened over the
second half of 2009. In the business
sector, investment in equipment and
software posted a sizable gain in the
second half of last year, likely reflect-
ing improved conditions in capital mar-
kets and brighter sales prospects. In
addition, firms reduced the pace of
inventory liquidation markedly in the
fourth quarter. In contrast, investment
in nonresidential structures continued
to contract. With the recovery in U.S.
and foreign demand, U.S. trade flows
rebounded in the second half of 2009
after precipitous declines late in 2008
and early in 2009. Nevertheless, both
exports and imports stayed consider-
ably below their earlier peaks.

Despite the pickup in output, em-
ployment continued to contract in the
second half of 2009, albeit at a mark-
edly slower pace than in the first half.
The unemployment rate rose further
during the second half, reaching 10
percent by the end of the year—its
highest level since the early 1980s—
before dropping back in January.
Although job losses have slowed, hir-
ing remains weak, and the median du-
ration of unemployment has lengthened
significantly.

Headline consumer price inflation
picked up in 2009 as energy prices rose
sharply: Over the 12 months ending in
December, prices for personal con-
sumption expenditures (PCE) increased

Note: Included in this chapter are the text,
tables, and selected figures from the Monetary
Policy Report submitted to Congress on Febru-
ary 24, 2010, pursuant to section 2B of the Fed-
eral Reserve Act. The figures included here have
been renumbered, and therefore the figure num-
bers in this report differ from the figure numbers
in the Monetary Policy Report. The complete set
of figures is available on the Board’s website at
www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/hh.

Other materials in this annual report related to
the conduct of monetary policy include the min-
utes of the 2009 meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee (see the ‘‘Records’’ section)
and statistical tables 1– 4 (see the “Statistical
Tables” section).
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about 2 percent, up from 1⁄2 percent in
2008. In contrast, price increases for
consumer expenditures other than food
and energy items—so-called core
PCE—slowed noticeably last year.
After rising at an annual rate of about
13⁄4 percent in 2008 and the first half
of 2009, core PCE prices increased at
an annual rate of just over 1 percent in
the second half of the year.

The recovery in financial markets
that began last spring continued
through the second half of the year and
into 2010. Broad equity price indexes
increased further, on balance, and risk
spreads on corporate bonds narrowed
considerably. Conditions in short-term
funding markets returned to near pre-
crisis levels; liquidity and pricing in
bank funding markets continued to nor-
malize, while risk spreads in the com-
mercial paper market were stable at the
low end of the range observed since
the fall of 2007. The functioning of
financial markets more generally im-
proved further.

Investors became more optimistic
about the outlook for financial institu-
tions during the first half of last year.
That development was bolstered by the
release of the results of the Supervisory
Capital Assessment Program (SCAP),
which were seen as helping clarify the
financial conditions of the largest bank
holding companies and provided inves-
tors with greater assurance about the
health of the institutions. Sentiment
rose further over the remainder of the
year as investors became more optimis-
tic about the economic outlook. Most
of the 19 bank holding companies
included in the SCAP issued equity,
some to augment or improve the qual-
ity of their capital and some to repay
investments made by the Treasury un-
der the Troubled Asset Relief Program.
Still, delinquency and charge-off rates
at commercial banks increased further

in the second half of the year, and loan
losses remained very high.

Nonfinancial firms with access to
capital markets took advantage of the
improvement in financial conditions to
issue corporate bonds and equity shares
at a solid pace; a significant portion of
issuance likely reflected an effort by
businesses to substitute attractively
priced longer-term financing for
shorter-term debt. In contrast, many
small businesses and other firms that
depend largely on banks to meet their
funding needs found their access to
credit severely restricted; banks contin-
ued to tighten their lending standards
and terms, though to a more limited
extent, during the second half of 2009
amid higher loan losses on their com-
mercial loans and reports of lingering
uncertainty about business credit qual-
ity. According to survey data, demand
for business loans was also weak
throughout 2009.

Availability of credit for households
remained constrained in the second half
of 2009, even as interest rates declined
for mortgages and many consumer
loans. Restrictive bank lending policies
to individuals likely were due impor-
tantly to banks’ concerns about the
ability of households to repay loans in
an environment of high unemployment
and continued softness in house prices.
In addition, senior bank loan officers
reported weakening loan demand from
households throughout 2009. However,
in part because of support from the
Federal Reserve’s Term Asset-Backed
Securities Loan Facility, the consumer
asset-backed securities market, which is
an important funding source for con-
sumer loans, improved. All told, in
2009 nominal household debt experi-
enced its first annual decline since the
beginning of the data series in 1951.

The Federal Reserve continued to
support the functioning of financial
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markets and promote recovery in eco-
nomic activity using a wide array of
tools. The Federal Open Market Com-
mittee (FOMC) maintained a target
range of 0 to 1⁄4 percent for the federal
funds rate throughout the second half
of 2009 and early 2010 and indicated
that economic conditions were likely to
warrant exceptionally low levels of the
federal funds rate for an extended
period. Further, the Federal Reserve
continued its purchases of Treasury se-
curities, agency mortgage-backed secu-
rities (MBS), and agency debt in order
to provide support to mortgage and
housing markets and to improve overall
conditions in private credit markets. To
promote a smooth transition in finan-
cial markets as the acquisitions are
completed, the Federal Reserve gradu-
ally slowed the pace of these purchases
in late 2009 and early 2010. The
planned acquisitions of $300 billion of
Treasury securities were completed by
October, while the purchases of $1.25
trillion of MBS and about $175 billion
of agency debt are expected to be fin-
ished by the end of the first quarter of
this year.

In light of the improved functioning
of financial markets, the Federal
Reserve removed some of the extraor-
dinary support it had provided during
the crisis and closed many of its spe-
cial liquidity facilities and the tempo-
rary liquidity swap arrangements with
other central banks in the fall of 2009
and early in 2010. The Federal Reserve
also began to normalize its lending to
commercial banks through the discount
window by reducing the maximum ma-
turity of loans extended through the
primary credit facility from 90 days to
28 days, effective on January 14, and
by announcing that the maturity of
those loans will be reduced further to
overnight, effective on March 18. The
rate charged on primary credit loans

was increased from 1⁄2 percent to 3⁄4
percent effective February 19. In addi-
tion, the Federal Reserve announced
that the final auction under the Term
Auction Facility will occur in March
and later noted that the minimum bid
rate for that auction had been increased
by 1⁄4 percentage point to 1⁄2 percent.
Overall, the size of the Federal Re-
serve’s balance sheet increased from
about $2 trillion in the summer of 2009
to about $2.3 trillion on February 17,
2010. The composition of the balance
sheet continued to shift as a consider-
able decline in credit extended through
various facilities was more than offset
by the increase in securities held out-
right. The Federal Reserve continued to
broaden its efforts to provide even
more information to the public regard-
ing its conduct of these programs and
of monetary policy (see box in Part 3).

The Federal Reserve is taking steps
to ensure that it will be able to
smoothly withdraw extraordinary pol-
icy accommodation when appropriate.
Because the Federal Reserve, under the
statutory authority provided by the
Congress in October 2008, pays inter-
est on the balances depository institu-
tions hold at Reserve Banks, it can put
upward pressure on short-term interest
rates even with an extraordinarily large
volume of reserves in the banking sys-
tem by raising the interest rate paid on
such balances. In addition, the Federal
Reserve has continued to develop sev-
eral other tools that it could use to re-
inforce the effects of increases in the
interest rate on balances at Reserve
Banks. In particular, the Federal
Reserve has tested its ability to execute
reverse repurchase agreements (reverse
repos) in the triparty repo market with
primary dealers using both Treasury
and agency debt as collateral, and
it is developing the capability to con-
duct such transactions with other
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counterparties and against agency
MBS. The Federal Reserve has also
announced plans for implementing a
term deposit facility. In addition, it has
the option of redeeming or selling
assets in order to reduce monetary pol-
icy accommodation.

In conjunction with the January 2010
FOMC meeting, the members of the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System and presidents of the
Federal Reserve Banks, all of whom
participate in FOMC meetings, pro-
vided projections for economic growth,
unemployment, and inflation; these
projections are presented in Part 4 of
this report. FOMC participants agreed
that economic recovery from the recent
recession was under way, but that they
expected it to proceed at a gradual
pace, restrained in part by household
and business uncertainty regarding the
economic outlook, modest improve-
ment in labor markets, and slow easing
of credit conditions in the banking sec-
tor. Participants expected that real GDP
would expand at a rate that was only
moderately above its longer-run sus-
tainable growth rate and that the unem-
ployment rate would decline only
slowly over the next few years. Most
participants also anticipated that infla-
tion would remain subdued over this
period.

Nearly all participants judged the
risks to their growth outlook as gener-
ally balanced, and most also saw
roughly balanced risks surrounding
their inflation projections. Participants
continued to judge the uncertainty sur-
rounding their projections for economic
activity and inflation as unusually high
relative to historical norms. Participants
also reported their assessments of the
rates to which key macroeconomic
variables would be expected to con-
verge in the longer run under appropri-
ate monetary policy and in the absence

of further shocks to the economy. The
central tendencies of these longer-run
projections were 2.5 to 2.8 percent for
real GDP growth, 5.0 to 5.2 percent for
the unemployment rate, and 1.7 to 2.0
percent for the inflation rate.

Part 2
Recent Financial
and Economic Developments

According to the advance estimate
from the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
real gross domestic product (GDP)
increased at an annual rate of 4 percent
in the second half of 2009, retracing
part of the sharp decline in activity that
began in early 2008 (figure 1). None-
theless, labor market conditions, which
tend to lag changes in economic activ-
ity, remain very weak: The unemploy-
ment rate rose to 10 percent at the end
of last year, 5 percentage points above
its level at the start of 2008, before
dropping back some in January. Condi-
tions in many financial markets have
improved significantly, but lending
policies at banks remain stringent.
Meanwhile, an increase in energy
prices has boosted overall consumer
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